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							Deceuninck 2800 now available

							As well as the 2500 range, we are now also manufacturing Deceuninck 2800 at our new North Division in Barnsley. Contact us to add Deceuninck to your offering.




							Find out more
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							What makes us the leading VEKA and Halo trade fabricator

							By building collaborative partnerships with the best brands in the industry and installers we can create a brighter future for us all.



							Access our product range
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							Add a finishing touch with integral blinds

							Integral blinds are the perfect finishing touch to a range of windows and doors, offering a low maintenance and light control option for your customers.



							Find out more
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							Aluminium Windows and Doors

							Expand your portfolio with sleek and modern aluminium doors and windows. Explore our range from AluK, UniFOLD+ and EdgeGLIDE+.



							View more
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							Ultion Sweet as standard on our doors

							A premium hardware option now available as standard. A new standard offering for installers, set to appeal to consumers looking for the perfect balance of aesthetics, durability and security.



							Find out more
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							Is your fabricator-installer business feeling the pressure?

							Rising energy, material and labour costs are forcing us all to look closely at what we do and how we do it.  If you are a fabricator-installer you may have to make some tough decisions.



							We can help
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							Kubu is built into our doors, sell the advantages of smart tech

							Stand out from your competition by offering a smart door for the homeowner, it takes a simple upgrade with the Kubu home kit.



							More about Kubu
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							The broadest and most trusted product offering in the industry

							With access to the full portfolio from market leading brands VEKA, Residence and Halo and and composite doors you'll have an option for every property and homeowner.



							Our products
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							We can help you build a brand presence that will set you apart

							Times are tough, It's more important than ever that your business is represented in the right way.  No need to spend a fortune, that's what we're here for -  it's part of our installer partnership.



							Marketing your business
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							We are delivering Nationwide through our fleet of low emission vehicles

							Our Euro Class 6 vehicles are delivering up and down the country and into the London borough, we won't penalise you with heavy charges for city businesses.



							Find out more
						

					

				

			
	

	
	
		

		

	





    
        
                
                    
                        
                        We fabricate one of the widest product ranges in the industry including VEKA, Halo and uPVC, helping you to fulfil every kind of specification.

                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                        We work with quality brands and manufacture to leading security and thermal efficiency standards.

                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                         Operating from six UK divisions, weâ€™re a nationwide fabricator that can deliver on your requirements.

                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                        Take advantage of our technical support and marketing expertise and help your business flourish.

                    

                

            
    







    
        
            
                
                    EXPLORE PRODUCTS



                

                
                    All Products
                

                
                    As a leading trade supplier of VEKA, Halo, Residence and Deceuninck uPVC and aluminium windows, doors and conservatories, we offer one of the most comprehensive product ranges on the market. Glazerite installers and suppliers never have to lose out on lack of specification.
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            OUTSOURCE YOUR FABRICATION, FOCUS ON INSTALLATION

            Ending in-house fabrication is a big decision, but with rising energy prices and the cost of living, it may be the best solution for your companies future to upgrade your current assets. If you're a fabricator-installer looking to #StopFabricating#StartProspering.  Talk to us about how we can make your business prosper.




            Weigh up the benefits
        

    





    
        
            PERFECTLY POSITIONED FOR NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
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            With divisions across the UK, we are geared to deal with your installation needs wherever you are in the country.  Our fleet of vehicles are on the road delivering to our customers nationwide Monday to Friday.



            Find out more
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		Partnering with the industryâ€™s leading Names
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                    FEATURED CASE STUDIES



                

                
                    Go to Case Studies
                

                
                    We love nothing better than seeing the finished projects where the windows and doors we have fabricated have been installed. Take a look at some of the case studies we have been involved with.
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                                Modern meets traditional with Halo FlushSash
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                                Ecologic Windows just keeps getting better 
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									We are now manufacturing Deceuninck 2800 at our North Division
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									Keeping ahead of changing trends and designs
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                        Welcome to Glazerite

                        Close 
                    

                    Weâ€™d like to take

                        you to the relevant contentâ€¦

                

                
                    
                        What best describes you?

                        	Iâ€™m a Trade Installer 
	Iâ€™m a Commercial Installer 
	Iâ€™m a Homeowner 
	Iâ€™m a Fabricator/Installer 


                    

                    
                        Are you looking forâ€¦

                        	Heritage Products
	Aluminium Products
	Marketing Support
	Installer benefits
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                                        What We Offer

                                    

                                    
                                        Keep Up To Date

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                                Head Office

                            


                            
                                Glazerite UK Group Ltd manufacture a leading range of uPVC Windows, Doors and Conservatories to trade customers from sites in the Midlands, Northwest, North, East and Southwest.
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                                		sales@glazerite.net
		(01933) 443222
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            Please complete the following form and we'll get back to you.

            


            
        

        

        

    





    
    
    

    

    

    



    
